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Redstone Canyon® Spicy Spirals
64700 6/4 lb.
Redstone Canyon® Spirals - Curly cut with light red batter coating for great
yield/ plate coverage and outstanding taste and crunch. MCL03622

Redstone Canyon® 3/8” Spicy Crispy French Fries
64708 6/5 lb.
Redstone Canyon® features a light red batter for great yield/ plate coverage
and outstanding taste and crunch. MCX03621

Redstone Canyon® Spicy Cross Trax® Fries
64710 6/4.5 lb.
Redstone Canyon® Cross Trax™ - whole waffle cut fries with a light red batter
coating for great yields and outstanding taste and crunch. MCL03623

Ultimate 3/8” Regular French Fries
64712 6/5 lb.
Skin-on homemade appearance, XL length and buttery-flavored batter deliver
extra crisp texture and enhanced potato taste. MCX49

Ultimate 5/16” Regular French Fries
64714 6/5 lb.
Skin-on homemade appearance, XL length and buttery-flavored batter deliver
extra crisp texture and enhanced potato taste. MCX121

Harvest Splendor ® Cross Trax ® Sweet Potato
64711 6/2.5 lb.
Sweet potato waffle fries provide great plate coverage and are coated in a light
batter that holds flavor and crispiness. MCF05074
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Extra Long Shoestring 1/4” French Fries
64726 6/4.5 lb.
Uncoated shoestring fries deliver an extra-crispy bite, natural flavor
and exceptional plate coverage.
MCX01

Country Style® Regular Wedge - skin-on
64774 6/5 lb.
Wholesome, natural fresh cut taste with a homestyle wedge appearance.
OIF0024A

Redstone Canyon® Spicy Wedge
64782 6/5 lb.
Redstone Canyon® long wedge with consistent sizing delivers outstanding red
batter seasoned flavor and crunch. MCX03626

Ore-Ida® Golden Hash Brown Patties - Oval
64896 6/2.8 lb.
Fast food style hash brown patties. OIF0589A

Ore-Ida® IQF Shredded Hash Browns - Thin
64902 6/3 lb.
Cuts down on labor, inconsistency of finished product and variable costs. Great
for signature style breakfast and brunch dishes. OIF0224A

Original Fresh-Style® Potato Chips - skin-on
64918 6/4 lb.
McCain Original 1853 Chips® Fresh Style Chips offer fresh, restaurant quality,
made-from-scratch taste. MCX05006
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Country Style® 3/8” Regular French Fries skin-on
64932 6/5 lb.
Wholesome, natural fresh cut taste with a homestyle appearance. OIF0276A

Golden Spiral Twirls® Fries
64698 6/4 lb.
Spiral cut, skin-on. Excellent plate coverage reduces portion costs and builds
profits. OIF01038A

3/8” Regular Elite® French Fries
64942 6/5 lb.
XL length provides more servings per case with consistent quality and uniform
size. MCX40

Signature® Regular French Fries - skin on
64950 6/5 lb.
Exceptional potato flavor, outstanding plate coverage, high yields with a natural,
homestyle appearance. MCS140

3/8” Crispy Coated French Fries
64958 6/4.5 lb.
3/8” Straight Cut Long Fries, Grade A. Peel on, blanched, battered fries.
.SNO164

Golden® 3/8” Regular French Fries
64946 6/5 lb. GFR40
XL length provides more servings per case with consistent quality and uniform
size.

1/2” Crinkle French Fries
64962 6/5 lb.
XL length provides more servings per case with consistent quality and uniform
size. MCX60
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Fresh-Style® 3/8” French Fries
65004 6/5 lb.
McCain® Fresh-Style Fries deliver handcut quality without the work! Classic
3/8" skin-on fries, cut thick and hearty to match the quality of your signature
dishes. MCX05158

Ore-Ida® Random Cut Cubed Potato
65040 6/5 lb.
These diced hashbrown cubes are fast and consistent. Great for breakfast and
beyond. OIF252A

Redstone Canyon® Spicy Hash Brown Cubes
65042 6/5 lb.
Redstrone Canyon® potato cubes - light red batter coating for outstanding
flavor and crunch at breakfast, lunch or dinner. MCL03624

Harvest Splendor® Sweet Potato Ridge Cut Wedges
65058 6/2.5 lb.
These sweet potato wedges are loaded with naturally sweet flavor and have
ridges for a delightfully crispy bite. MCF04712

Golden® Thin Cut French Fries
64984 6/5 lb.
Golden Fry 5/16” Straight Cut Line Flow Fries Grade A. GRF20

Golden® 1/4” Shoe String French Fries
65002 6/4.5 lb.
A spin on the classic, these thin and crispy fries are the perfect size. Our "Gold
standard" of fries! GFR01/MCG03

Golden® Steak Fries
65022 6/5 lb.
PXL length gives outstanding plate coverage, high solids deliver superior yields.
Our Gold standard of fries! GFR75
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Ore-Ida® Tater Tot® Shaped Potatoes
65062 6/5 lb.
One of the original Potato Specialties, loved by kids and adults alike. High yielding, flexible and fast cooking methods ensure that they will remain on menus for
years to come. OIF0215A

Harvest Splendor® 3/8” Sweet Potato Stix
65064 6/2.5 lb.
Sweet potatoes cut and coated with a crispy batter for the perfect crunch.
MCF03725

Harvest Splendor® 7/16” Sweet Potato Crinkle Cut Extra Long
65066 6/2.5 lb.
Deep Groove Sweet Potato Crinkles are a naturally sweet treat. MCF04566

Seasoned Sea Salt Shore French Fries
64964 6/5 lb.
Seasoned with sea salt, garlic and black pepper 1000003967

Snowflake® Oven Ready Crinkle Cut Fries
65072 6/5 lb.
Specially processed for oven preparation to deliver the crispness and flavor of
deep fried french fries. SNO63

Smiles® Shaped Potatoes
65084 6/4 lb.
Fun shaped mashed potatoes for kids. OIF03456
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Harvest Splendor Sweet Potato Selections
Bright, vibrant color; crisp, distinctive taste.

Redstone Canyon Seasoned Fries
A spirited combination of
color, spice and crunch.

Ore-Ida EVERCRISP
Light battered Fries.

Ore-Ida Country Style
Potatoes deliver “just-cut” taste and texture
with natural skin-on appearances.

CUT CHARACTERISTICS
Crinkle Cut: Distinctive appearance enhances plates, baskets and platters in a variety of
operations. Crisp outside with a tender center. 5/16'', 3/8'' &1/2'' cuts available.
Entrée Fries, Steak Fries and 1/2'' Straight Cuts: Hearty cuts are an alternative to a
baked potato. Suitable for casual, theme, or fine dining situations.
Plate Fries: These diamond-shape cut fries are unique to the industry. The diamond shape
results in crisp edges with a fluffy baked potato interior. In addition, it provides plate coverage similar to steak and entrée fries.
Wedges: Homemade, skin-on appearance and full-bodied potato flavor. The ideal base for
signature dishes and appetizers in casual dining, fine food and deli applications. Several cut
sizes. Plain or batter coated.
Loops and Lattice Cuts: Tight loops and hearty lattice cuts make dining fun. Mildly
seasoned, flavored or plain, suitable for casual, family and fast-food operations.
Formed Specialties: Outstanding ease of preparation and exceptional taste make these
ideal for take-out, fast food and institutional applications.
Chunks: Hand-cut appearance, with or without skin, in uniform or random sizes. Great for
breakfast, as a side, or in signature dishes.
Shoestring: Extra crispy and cooks fast. Long and thin to maximize plate yield and
perceived value. Perfect for fast food applications.
Thin Cut: A rectangular cut combining the heartier bite of a 3/8'' fry with the faster cook
times and higher yield of a 5/16'' fry. The best of both worlds.

Classic 3/8” French Fries
64662 6/5 lb.
Unique diamond cut offers crispness and good holding ability. All Idahogrown potatoes. Baked potato interior of a steak fry and crispy texture of
a shoestring. 251019

Spudster Potato
64618 4/5 lb.
Delicious mashed potato bites--crispy on the outside, soft and delicious
on the inside. Great hold time and available in a rich buttery flavor.
Suitable as a side or appetizer. 71179299028

Savory Seasoned Potato Wedge
64778 6/5 lb.
Savory batter gives a signature look and taste that will attract customers.
Take-out customers get a hot, crispy fry that they can eat with or without
ketchup. 478010

Sour Cream & Chive Thin Cut Potato
64796 6/5 lb.
Sour cream & chive batter flavor is a consumer favorite. Bake or fry
preparation convenience. Take-out customers get a hot, crispy fry that
they can eat with or without ketchup. 71179474029

STYLE CHARACTERISTICS
Uncoated: Traditional fry flavor and texture - - the kind your customers grew up with.
Battered: Whether flavored or unflavored, battered fries offer longer hold time for less throw
away and better performance after sitting on a plate, in a bag or under heat lamps. Flavored
batters adapt easily to regional and ethnic specialties. Also improves yield and reduces fry
breakage.
Skin On: Offer a more hand-cut, homemade appearance and even more authentic potato
flavor.
Brined: Fries with a light, natural salt solution applied during processing, eliminating the
need for additional salting prior to serving.

Homestyle Babycakes® Mini Potato Pancakes
65110 6/3 lb.
McCain Homestyle Babycakes® Mini Potato Pancakes feature a whole
shred texture with a unique savory flavor to perfectly complement traditional
breakfasts, upscale entrees and more. MCF03758

Golden Crisp® 1/4” Battered Onion Rings
65320 1/10 lb.
1/4” onion slices covered with a delicious light and crispy batter. 80010094

Moore’s® 5/8” Gourmet Breaded Onion Rings
65334 12/2 lb.
Breaded 5/8” Steak Cut Onion 40010023

Moore’s® 1/2” Flour Coated Onion Rings
65350 4/2.5 lb.
1/2" thick, sweet yellow onions coated in a light, crispy flour coating for a
scratch-style appearance. 40010679

Anchor® Battered Mac & Cheese Wedges
70218 6/3 lb.
Product must be fully cooked. 6 pieces per serving. 50010335

Anchor® Battered Broccoli & Cheese Bites
69872 6/2.5 lb.
Tender broccoli and creamy American cheese dipped in a light batter and
par-fried. 50010129

Anchor® Italian Breaded Zucchini Sticks
69996 4/3.5 lb.
Zucchini sticks coated with Italian cheese and lightly seasoned bread crumbs.
50005800
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